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PREFACE 

This work was undertaken under grant number 78-NI-AX-0129 from the National Insti
tute of Justice. The grant is one of several awarded for research in criminal justice evaluation 
methodologies. At The Rand Corporation, this project is part of the Criminal Justice Program 
and is closely related to several other projects concerned with policy-oriented research on 
criminal careers. One of those projects, the Second Inmate Survey, provided data which are 
used to illustrate the methods in this report. 

This document is the Executive Summary of the report: 

John E. Rolph, Jan M. Chaiken, and Robert L. Houchens, Methods for Estimating Crime 
Rates of Individuals, The Rand Corporation, R-2730-NIJ, March 1981. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

CONTEXT AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

In the cour~\~ of processing an individual suspected of committing a crime or convicted of 
a particular criri1;e, the criminal justice system must make many decisions based on beliefs or 
experiences that t~late to the degree and seriousness of the offender's criminal behavior. Th~se 
decisions affect the disposition of the individual's case and the length of time he or she. will be 
incarcerated after conviction-if at all. Some examples of differential handling follow: 

• Law enforcement. Some iarge police departments and sheriffs' departments operate 
"major offenders units" to keep track of certain known, offenders and to arrest them 
when they commit a crime.! Because of the cost of tracking, only individuals the police 
anticipate will commit numerous serious crimes are assigned to such units. 

• Prosecution. Some district attorneys operate "career criminal prosecution units," 
which bring special resources'to bear in an attempt to assure conviction of certain 
individuals when they are arrested, and imprisonment when tliey are convicted 
(Bronx County, 1976; Dahmann and Lacy, 1977; INSLAW, 1977). 

• Sentencing. In deciding whether a convicted person should be given probation or 
incarcerated, judges often consider whether the conviction crime appears to be an 
isolated incident or part of a pattern of substantial criminal activity. And in e::?tablish
ing the length of sentence to be imposed for particular crimes and combil)(litions of 
crimes, especially when prior criminal record is taken into account, legislJitors may 
have in mind their own beliefs about the kinds of records that indicate a person is a 
high-rate offender. 

• Parole. When parole boards decide whether a prisoner should be released, they con
sider the chances of "parole success," which essentially means the probability that the 
individual will commit a crime or violate a condition of parole during a specified future 
time period (Gottfredson etal., 1978; Hoffman and DeGostin, 1974). 

Despite the facts that distinctions among individuals based at least in part on their crime 
commission rates are'made within the criminal justice system, and that the people who ,make 
these distinctions may feel quite confident of the corre(:tness of their decisions based on exten
sive personal experience, research shows that it is exceptionally difficult to predict accurately 
who will be a high-rate criminal offender, or even to determine from personal descriptors and 
criminal records who has been a high-rate offender during a specified period of time in the past. 
Nonetheless, research also shows that of the people who commit crimes, most commit only a 
relatively sD}all numb~r, while a few people commit crimes at SUbstantially higher rates 
(Wolfgang et aI., 1972; Peterson et aI., 1980; Greene, 1977). In short, very high-rate offenders 
exist, but it is not easy to identify them. 

The work described here develops methods that can be used to analyze crime commission / 
rates and thereby shed light on the problem of distinguishing between low-rate and high-rate 
offenders. Analytically, the problem divides into two general categories of questions: 

!Pate et al. (1976) describe the Perpetrator-Oriented Patrol in Kansas City (Missouri) and two predecessor projects 
inMiami (Florida) and Wilmington (Delaware). Additional police programs focusing on mlijor offenders were instituted 
In RoChester (New York), Amarillo (Texas), Pueblo (Colorado), and Norfolk (Virginia). 
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1. Given the best possible information about an offender and his criminal behavior 
during a previous period, how can one estimate his crime commission rates during 
that period? 

2. For a group of criminal offenders with specified characteristics, what can be said about 
their average rate of committing various crimes, the distribution of those crime 
commission rates, and the extent to which their rates differ from those of another 
group? 

The second category of questions avoids the problem of identifying particular individuals as 
high~rate offenders. It focuses instead on aggregate behavior. Methods for answering questions 
of thIS type can be useful for determining whether rules already being used by police, prosecu
tors, parole boards, etc. actually distinguish the intended ta~get group of high-rate offenders 
from others. Our methods can also help in devising better decision rules for selecting offenders 
to receive special attention or punishment, although other considerations certainly playa role 
for exa~~le, the equity of treatment of similar persons in similar circumstHt".ces, the feasibilit; 
of obtaInIng the necessary information for the decision rule in a timely fMhion, and "just 
deserts" as applied to the conviction crime (von Hirsch, 1976; Morris, 1974). 
. . In addition, our methods can be used to analyze groups of offenders defined by character
IStICS presumably unrelated to their crime propensities, for example the city or state in which 
th~y reside. By permitti?g a determination of whether a city with relatively low per capita 
crIme rates has (a) relatIvely fewer criminals than other cities or (b) 10wElr crime commission 
rates amon?, those who are offenders (or both), these methods can help in studying the effective
ness of varlOUS governmental anticrime activities and the deterrent effect of city- and state
level sanction policies. 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THIS STUDY AND POLICY RESEARCH 

. . Other studies at The Rand Corporation are examining questions related to prediction of 
hIgh-rate offenders, decision rules for selective handling of offenders, and deterrence (Green
wood, 1980). To carry out that research, self-report data were collected from incarcerated 
offender~ about the crimes they committed during specified periods of time, and both self-report 
and offiCIal data were collected about their characteristics that presumably relate to criminal 
b~havior ~Peterson, Chai~en, and Ebener, forthcoming). The analysis in these research projects 
YIelds estImates of the CrIme commission rates of the surveyed offenders, relates these rates 
to their personal characteristics, and extrapolates the results to more general populations of 
offenders. 

The methods describedjn this report can assist in endeavors like these not only for Rand's 
i~a~e sur:e~s ~ut also for ?ther re~earch that uses any source of data conderning the criminal 
actIVIty of IndIVIduals. Our IllustratIve examples, drawn from Rand inmate survey data do not 
answer the major analytical questions related to that survey but ratl:er show how our ~ethods 
can be applied in practice. 

METHODOLOGICAL ISSUES ADDRESSED 

The basic model underlying our approach is that there are K types of crime of interest and 
each criminal offender commits each of the crimes at a specified rate (possibly zero) whe~ free 
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to do so. An offender's annualized crime commission propensity for crime k is denoted Ak; it 
represents the expected number of crimes he would commit per year of "street time"2 if his 
current behavior persisted indefinitely. Due to statistical fluctuations and other reasons, the 
actual number of crimes of type k he commits in a particular year may differ from Ak• For a 
group of offenders, who have been specifically selected for study, we assume information is 
available about the number of crimes of each type they committed during a particular period 
of time, called the "measurement period." 

Our methods help accomplish the following goals: 

• To describe the distribution of the observed crime rates for the selected offenders who 
provided information about their actual crime commissions. 

• To estimate the crime commission propensities of anyone of these individuals, taking 
into account the group's overall distribution of commission rates as well as the individ
ual's reported crime commissions and other characteristics. 

• To estimate the distribution of crime commission (lropensities for more general popula
tions of offenders who differ from the selected offenders in known ways. 

• 
2"Street time" refers to the periods when an offender is free to commit crimes against the general public, as 

distinguished from periods of incarceration or hospitalization. 
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II. UNIVARIATE DISTRIBUTIONS OF 
, OBSERVED CRIME COMMISSIONS 

Although many offenders commit more than one type of crime, the qistribution of commis
sion rates for a particular crime type (Le., the univariate distribution) is often of interest. For 
the individuals who were selected for study and provided data showing the number of crimes 
of that type they committed, estimating the univariate distribution appears to be a routine 
task. However, the following obstacles arise: 

• Skewed distribution. A large proportion of offenders have very low Ak for any given 
crime k. Yet the proportion that have very high Ak is larger than would be anticipated 
from most commonly used smooth distributions that fit the data for low and moderate 
values of Ak• 

• "Too many zeros." Some of the individuals who did not commit any crimes of type k 
during the measurement period have Ak = 0, while others have small (but nonzero) 
Ak and/or a short measurement period. Hence the data do not permit a clear distinction 
between people with nonzero Ak and those with zero Ak• A parsimonious way to handle 
the data would be to assume that all values of Ak are positive. l However, neither 
common sense nor typical data collected from criminals are consistent with such 
simplified assumptions. 

• Instrumentation error. Although respondents to a survey may have been asked to state 
the number of crimes of type k they committed during a specified period, their answers 
may be ambiguous or imprecise due to the format of the survey instrument, incomplete 
responses, or respondent error. 

ExPLORATORY ANALYSIS 

In working with data having these characteristics, the problem of imprecise responses must 
be handled first. Mathematically, most imprecise responses can be treated as censored observa
tions, whose values are known only to the extent that they fall in an interval, possibly 
unbounded on the right or the left. Many methods are available for handling censored observa
tions. One method we used is a nonparametric maximum likelihood estimation of the empirical 
distribution reflecting both censored and uncensored observations.2 Then, if one wishes to test 
the fit of parametric distributional forms to the data, the estimated nonparametric distribution 
can serve as a comparison. 

To illustrate the method, we worked with a subset of data from Rand's- second inmate 
sm:vey. These were preliminary data giving, for each of 440 respondents, a low and a high 
estimate of the length of his measurement period (in years) and low and high estimates (from 
self-reports) of the counts of crimes of each of the following types f.,o' committed during the 
measurement period: 

lUnder this assumption, people who do not commit any crimes of type k are envisioned to'have very low values 
of >"k' rather than Ak = o. 

2See Turnbull (1976). 
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1. Burglary 
2. Robbery of businesses 
3. Robbery of persons 
4. Theft (other than auto theft) 
5. Auto theft 
6. Forgery and credit cards 
7. Fraud 
8. Dealing drugs 

Various transformations were applied to the annualized reported crime rates to see 
whether the data might (approximately) follow a lognormal, gamma, or Pareto distribution. 
When individuals with zero counts were treated as if they had low (but nonzero) values of Ak, 

the lognormal and gamma forms were decisively rejected, and the Pareto form was accepted 
for four of the eight crime types. The values of the parameters of the ~aretC' distributions that 
fit the data for these four crime types implied that the means and variances of the distributions 
are infinite. Hence, the Pareto parametric form, while statistically acceptable as a description 
off our of the crime types incl uding their zero counts, was not a practically satisfying description 
of the data. This result demonstrated that the problem of "too many zeros" cannot be satisfac
torily handled by the exped*ent of considering zero values of A the same as very small positive 
values. 

When, on the other hand, all respondents with zero counts were treated as if they had Ak 
= 0 (i.e., they were considered irrelevant for estimating the distribution of crime commission 
rates and were excluded as missing), only one crime type (dealing drugs) fit one of the smooth 
functional forms we tried, namely, a gamma distribution. We then tried intermediate formula
tions, in which some but not all of the zero counts were considered to represent nonzero Ak'S, 
and found that the commission rates for four additional crime types approximately fit a gamma 
distribution.3 

In summary, the exploratory analysis, while not revealing any single method or parametric 
form that sufficed for all crime types, did yield a reasonably satisfactory parametric description 
of observed crime commission rates for six of the eight crime types examined. Figure 1 gives 
an example of the empirical distributions and the parametric distributions that fit the data for 
one crime type: robbery of persons. 

Each person in the sample reported a number Y of robberies committed and a length T of 
his measurement period. The bar graph in Figure 1 shows the distribution of the observed 
annualized crime commission rate, Y/T. Only the truncated distributions are shown; that is, 
individuals who reported zero robberies of persons are excluded from the graphs even though 
they were included when fitting the Pareto distribution. The ordinate shows the percentage 
of respondents in each interval of width 2, i.e., Y/Te (0, 2), [2, 4), [4,6), etc., and the percentage 
with Y/T ;;;. 20. 

Figure 1 shows that the Pareto distribution overestimates the frequency of small, but 
nonzero, crime commission rates (under 4), but"it gives an excellent fit in the tail of the 
distribution (over 14). By contrast, the gamma distribution is closer to the empirical distribu
tion at the low end, but it overestimates the frequency of moderate values and underestimates 
in the tail. 

:!These included three of the crime types previously fit to a Pareto distribution. Two crime types (burglary and theft) 
did not fit any of the distribu~ional forms studied. 
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GAMMA-POISSON MODEL 

When the observed crime commission rates appear to fit a gamma distribution approxi
mately, a reasonable hypothesis is that the distribution of counts of crimes committed, condi
tioned on the length of the measurement period, is negative binomia1.4 The negative binomial 
distribution can arise in many different ways, one of which is as a gamma mixture of Poisson 
distributions. In the mixed gamma-Poisson model, the underlying crime commission 
prc.pensity Ak is assumed to have a gamma distribution, and each offender is assumed to commit 
crime k according to a Poisson process with his value of Ak during the measurement period. 
Under these assumptions, all offenders whose measurement period has length T will have their 
counts of crime k drawn from a negative binomial distribution (Johnson and K9tz, 1969, Ch. 
5). The functional forms of these distributions and the relationships 8Jnong their parameters 
are shown in Display 1. 

Whether or not one accepts the mixed gamma-Poisson model, it is possible to test the 
hypothesis that, conditioned on the length of the measurement period, the counts of crimes have 
a negative binomial distribution. If all offenders who provided data have measurement periods 
of the same length, the negative binomial model is convenient to fit and test. In the case of the 
data we received from Rand's Second Inmate Survey, respondents had different measurement 
periods, so we fit a negative binomial distribution to th.e data for a subset of offenders who had 
approximately the same length measurement period. 

To handle the problem of "too many zeros," we fit the nonzero counts to a truncated negative 
binomial distribution (i.e., the distribution conditioned on positive counts-see Display 1). This 
fitting process yields estimates ~ and P of the parameters of the distribution, which can then 
be used to estimate how many of the Z'3ro counts belong to the negative binomial distribution. 
Denoting by m the number of respondents with nonzero counts, the total number of respondents 
with nonzero A can be estimated as the integer part ofml(l - P~. The correction is nontrivial. 
For example, in a subset containing 78 respondents who claimed zero drug deals during the 
measurement period, we estimated 19 of them had nonzero A. 

If one accepts the gamma-Poisson model, then estimates of the parameters a and P yield 
estimates of the shape and scale parameters IX and ~ of the underlying gamma distribution. 
These can be used to estimate the mixture ofneg~tive binomial, distributions (corresponding 
to the different lengths T of the measurement periods). Not every crime type in our illustrative 
data base could be fit well by the truncated negative binomial. However, the method can also 
be applied to other truncated distributional forms, such as the trunc/ited Waring distribution 
discussed below. 

ADEQUACY OF THE POISSON ASSUMPTION 

The appropriateness of the mixed gamma-Poisson model depends not only on the gamma 
form of the underlying crime rate distribution but also on the assumption that each offender's 
crime commissions occur according to a Poisson process. We examined the latter assumption 
also, using data from Rand's Second Inmate Survey. 

The results suggest that the Poisson assumption may be correct for most types of crimes 
but not for all of them. For example, the activities of robbing people, stealing cars, dealing in 

41'he negative binomial distribution, which is described in the text that follows, is potentially correct in theory for 
the counts. The rates (ratios of counts to measurement times) CIUlnot in principle be described exactly as drawn from 
a gamma distribution. 

I', 
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Display 1 

1. Gamma Distribution 

(3a 

density f(A) ;=-- 11.01
-
1 exp (-{3A) for A > O. 

r (0:) 

0: = shape paramet{lr 

{3 = scale parameter 

mean =0:/{3 

variance = 0:/{32 

2. Poisson Distribution 

(A T)Y 

Prob(Y = y/A, T) =-- exp (- AT) 
y! 

y = 0, 1,2, ... 

A = commission rate (crimes per year) 

T = length of measurement period (years) 

mean = AT variance = AT 

3. Negative Binomial Distribution 

4. 

Prob {Y ~ y) ~ (. + : - 1) (1 _ PlY p" Y ~ 0, 1, 2, ... 

1-P 
mean=a--

P 

1-P 
variance = a -

p2 

In the compound Gamma-Poisson Model: 

a= 0: 

P={3/(T+{3) 

mean = aT /{3 

variance = o:T{T + (3)/{32 

Truncated Negative Binomial Distribution 

(

a + Y -1) 
Prob (Y = y/y > 0) = y 

(1- Py pa 
y= 1,2, ... 

---~-~---,--,----,,-- ----
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drugs, or doing forgery or fraud appear to be spre\}d out over the offender's time on the street 
in a way that is consistent with a Poisson procels.(The temporal disaggregation of the data 
was inadequate for a formal test of the Poi::l~ process.) However, the robbing of businesses 
appears in some instances to be concentrated in short time periods within the overall street 
time. Including such "spurting" behavior in models of crime commissions does not present 
substantial technical difficulties in some contexts, while it does in others. In the remainder of 
this report we continue to assume a Poisson process for crime commissions. 
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III. ESTIMATES OF INDIVIDUAL CRIME 
PROPENSITIES 

If offender i commits Y j crimes during a measurement period of length T j , the usual 
(maximum likelihood) estimate of his crime commission propensity A(i) is 

However, the distribution ofn'if!;~~ estimates,~, is more spread out than the distribution of the 
underlying true A. Intuition'~'!i"F(1'?<td that a better estimate of A(i) can be obtained by shrinking 
~(i) toward the value of A that is expected for offenders "similar" to offender i. In case the 
distribution of A is gamma (a, 13) and offender i commits crimes according to a Poisson process 
at rate A(i) during a period of length T j , an improved estimate of A(i) is the Bayes estimate 

( ) Yj a 
1-wj -+w.-. T

j 
1 13 

where Wj = 13 /(13 + TJ Here a /13 is the mean of the underlying gamma distribution, so the 
Bayes estimate is a weighted average of the ordinary estimate and the a priori mean. 

More generally, Hudson and Tsui (1980) and Hudson (1980) have develuped shrinkage 
estimators for Poisson data that are improvements over the usual estimator, whatever the form 
ofthe underlying distribution. Shrinkage estimators show greatest improvement when applied 
separately to homogeneous groups of data (Carter and Rolph, 1974; Efron and Morris, 1973). 
Thus, it is desirable to divide the offenders into subgroups according to characteristics other 
than the number of crimes they committed in the measurement period. Homogeneity is ob
tained if the members of each subgroup are similar in terms of the relationship between their 
personal characteristics (or prior behavior) and their crime commission propensities. 

In applying the method to data from Rand's Second Inmate Survey, we developed regression 
estimates of crime commission propensities in the measurement period from covariates such 
as age, criminal behavior as a juvenile, and use of specified drugs. For illustrative purposes 
only, three subgroups were considered for each crime type, although elaborations using more 
subgroups are possible and would be desirable for analysis of substantive issues related to the 
inmate survey. 

One motive underlying our division into subgroups was to separate individuals with Ak = 
o from those with Ak > O. However, one cannot. actually define subgroups in this way because 

• The data do not tell us exactly who has Ak = O. 
• The HudsonlTsui method does not permit defining subgroups in terms of the crime 

commhcsion data. That is, the offenders with Yj = 0 cannot be used to define one 
subgroup since the remaining subgroups would then have no zero counts. But the 
HudsonlTsui theory assumes that the count of crimes committed by offender i during 
T j has a Poisson distribution, not a truncated Poisson distribution. Consequently, the 
data for any subgroup should, with high probability, include some zero counts. 

10 
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We felt a reasonable approach was to divide the respondents into "previous doers" of crime 
k and "previous nondoers," according to whether they did or did not commit crime k in the four 
years prior to the measurement period. The estimates ~(i) for previous nondoers were shrunk 
toward zero.l The estimator 'X.(i) for previous doers was puIied toward a regression estimator 
of A(i), based on covariates such as age, use of specified illegal drugs, extent of crime' as a 
juvenile, and employment history. (If Yj = 0 for a previous doer and his regression estimate 
is positive, his Hu!isonlTsui estimate is also positive.) 

To illustrate possible additional elaborations of the method, we also separated out those 
previous doers whose data appeared (from validity analyses not reported here) to be of possibly 
low quality. Such respondents were excluded when fitting regressions but were included when 
using the regression estimator to obtain the final shrinkage estimators. The result of the 
shrinkage process was that most respondents' estimates were practically unchanged, although 
those with small original estimates sometimes experienced substantial percentage change. 

,-

lIn particular, if Yj = 0 for a previous nondoer, his Hudson/Tsui estimate is zero; otherwise it is positive. 
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IV. MULTIVARIATE MODELING 

Our efforts to describe a multivariate distribution capturing not only the univariate distri
butions for each of the K crime types but also the covariance among them were frustrated by 
several factors. Two of the factors have already been noted in the discussion of univariate 
distributions: 

• Each offender could have Ak = 0 or Ak > 0 for k = 1, 2, ... , K, thereby necessitating 
2K - 1 parameters just to describe the patterns of "doing" vs. "nondoing."l 

• No single family of distributional forms was found to fit all the univariate distributions 
simultaneously, so we could not hypothesize a suitable multivariate generalization. 

We made a modest effort to explore the multivariate distribution that might apply to three 
Rand Survey crime types whose univariate distributions suggested an underlying gamma 
distribution of propensities. This is the model: An offender's value of Ak is determined by the 
sum of two independent draws from gamma distributions, the first gamma distribution having 
parameters (a., 13) and the second having parameters (ak, 13). Note that the first distribution 
is common to all crime types, and the scale parameter 13 is the same in all the gamma 
distributions. For three crime types, this results in a five-parameter description of the mul
tivariate distribution. 

In this model, the counts of crimes committed by offenders during the measurement period 
have a form, derived in the text, that we call a generalized multivariate negative binomial 
(GMNB) distribution. A generalized least-squares method was developed for estimating the 
parameters of the GMNB distribution. 

Since every offender is assumed to have nonzero Ak for each k, we applied the method for 
estimating parameters only to respondents who were "previous doers" of at least one of the 
three crimes. This admittedly inadequate approach to the problem of "too many zeros" led to 
a fit GMNB distribution that was unsatisfactory, and we attribute this to the zero problem. 
This finding suggests that a better method of fitting the multivariate distribution might be a 
truncated GMNB distribution in the same spirit as we used for the univariate case. However, 
no simple solution to the "zero problem" exists. It is not sensible to include in the model only 
those offenders who have nonzero counts for every crime of interest. 

Exploration of the literature on distributions similar to the GMNB revealed a promising 
avenue for future efforts to medel the multivariate distribution of crime commission rates. A 
generalized Waring distribution discussed by Irwin (1968, 1975) appears to meet the require
ments we have identified here for the univariate distribution. (It includes the negative binomi
al as a special case.) A multivariate version of the generalized Waring has been developed by 
Sibuya (1980), who includes a treatment of truncating zero counts. The parameters can be 
estimated by maximum likelihood methods, but we did not carry out the extensive program
ming necessary to test this distribution against our sample data from Rand's Second Inmate 
Survey. 

lIn practice, somewhat fewer than 2K - 1 distinct combinations actually occur, but it remains true that many 
parameters are needed. 
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v. EXTRAPOLATIONS TO MORE GENERAL 
POPULATIONS OF OFFENDERS 

For various practical t:easons, most self-report surveys of adult criminal behavior are 
restricted to offenders who are incarcerated or otherwise under the cuntrol of the criminal 
justice system. For policy purposes, however, their crime commission Firopensities are not very 
interesting.'·' 

. Incarcerated offenders-and especially imprisoned offenders-are frequ.ently seen as an 
extraordinarily atypical group, the "losers" among criminals. For this reason, most people who 
are. interested in individual crime commission rates do not want to know the distribution of 
rates for prisoners but rather for some other specific group. For example, prosecutors may be 
interested in the crime commission propensities of arrestees or the .characteristics of high
crime-propensity arrestees. Researchers concerned with deterrence or the sociodemographic 
factors.related to crime may be more interested in a general population of aci~ive offenders than 
in arrestees. By contrast, judges may want to know.the characteristics of convicted persons with 
high-crime-commission propensities. I 

To extrapolate data collected from one group of offenders into estimates of distributions for 
some other targe~ population of interest, one merely needs to know the sampling probabilities 
for members of the study group in relation to the target population. This approach fails only 
if some offenders in the target population have. zero probability of being in the sample. 

One method for estimating the sampling probabilities applies to a situation where the 
target population include8 all active offenders in a particular jurisdiction (whether on the street 
or not) and the sample is a random subset of a cohort of offenders arrested in that jurisdiction 
in a given time period.2 For specificity, suppose the sample is a cohort of arrestees for a given 
year. The target popUlation can be defined as consisting of everyone who has a positive crime 
commission propensity A for one or more of the crimes for which an arrest can be made. 

In the model, offender i in the target population is assumed to commit 'crime k according 
to a Poisson process at rate Ak(i) when free ("on the street"), and he has probability Qk(i) of being 
arrested for crime k, given that he has committed crime k. For estimation purposes, it is 
preferable to postulate a different arrest probability for each crime type, rather than an overall 
arrest probability for offender i, which would reflect the mix of crime typeS he commits as well 
as his chances of arrest for each crime. Nonetheless, his probability of being a member of the 
arrest cohort is estimated from his arrest rate (arrests per year), namely, l: "-k(n Qk(i). 

k 
Assuming that we know the number of crime commissions of each type that led to an arrest 

for the sampled offenders during the measurement period (as we do in Rand's Second Inmate 
Survey), we can estimate the arrest rate for each such offender by shrinkage methods analogous 
to those described above for estimating the crime commission propensities Ak(i). We can shrink 
the offender's data toward values calculated from his values of Ak;~i) and a priori estimates of 
Qk(i). Examples of suitable a priori estimates are: 

lConvicted persons, as a group, have characteristics differing from those of prisoners, because many of them do not 
go to prison. 

2The same method applies if the sample is drawn from a cohort convicted in the period, or incarcerated in the period 
or imprisoned in the period.' , 
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• The average arrest probabilities Qk for the jurisdiction, estimated from data external 
to the survey. 

• The average arrest probabilities Qk for the sampled offenders, estimated from their 
data. 

Although it would also be possible to shrink toward a rate estimated by taking into account 
the characteristics of each offender, this approach does not appear attractive thus far, since we 
have not yet found independent covariates that are significantly related to arrest probabilities. 

Under the above assumptions about crime commissions and arrest probabilities, together 
with some independence ~ssumptions, we can deduce the stochastic process for arrests. For 
example, when the crime commissions for each crime type are Poisson, the overall arrest 
process (all crimes together) is also Poisson. From this information we can deduce the probabili
ty that an offender who is on the street at the beginning of the year will be arrested at least 
once during the year (and hence will belong to the one-year arrest cohort). A slight correction 
is then introduced to account for offenders whQ are incarcerated at the start of the year and 
may be released and arrested again during the year. 

This method produces an estimate of the probability that an offender with the same 
parameters as sampled offender i will be found in a one-year arrest cohort. Hence, sampled 
offender i can be considered to represent a larger group of offenders whose size is inversely 
proportional to his sampling probability. Using these sampling ~eights, the characteristics of 
the target popUlation of offenders can be produced. 

Details of these probability calculations are given in our report (Rolph, Chaiken, and 
Houchens, 1981), as well as the analogous results when different assumptions are made about 
the sampled offenders. For example, the sample could consist of all offenders from a given 
jurisdiction who are found in jail or prison on a specified date. 

In general, offenders who are in custody of the criminal justice system overrepresent 
offenders who have high crime commission rates and those who commit crimes with high 
probabilities of arrest, conviction, and incarceration (e.g., homicide and kidnapping). Conse
quently, the distributions of crime commission rates for target populations typically differ quite 
substantially from the distributions estimated for the study group. 

-------- -----
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